
Perdue is driven to do whatever it takes to raise mouthwatering chicken and turkey. We believe

great taste begins on the farm. From the moment our birds hatch to the moment our chicken

and turkey products make it to your plates, we are relentless in our pursuit of delivering the

best and highest quality to you and your customers. At Perdue, we're proud to be able to say

that all of our chickens and turkeys sold in America are hatched, raised, and harvested right

here in the USA. We also ask the USDA to go above and beyond their standard inspection to

ensure that 100% of our birds are raised on American farms.

PERDUE® HARVESTLAND®

NO ANTIBIOTICS EVER, Never Ever

Hatched, Raised and Harvested in the USA

100% Vegetarian Fed with No Animal By-Products

Clean Label: Simple and Recognizable Ingredients

Raised to a Higher Standard of Animal Care

No-Hormones, Steroids or Growth-Promoting Drugs*

230011  HARVESTLAND HALF CHICKEN ROASTED SOUS VIDE STYLE APPX 22 - 24 OZ 

Unite the benefits of sous-vide style cooking with our No Antibiotics

Ever Chickens and reduce labor and improve food safety. Our

TENDERREADY® Sous-Vide Style Chicken Halves are marinated

and roasted in a sealed bag to lock in flavor and moisture for

exceptional dishes every time.

230007 PERDUE CHICKEN WINGS, BREADED HOMESTYLE KICK 'N WINGS FC  3/5# 

Our Perdue Homestyle Breaded Wing Portions offer phenomenal breading coverage and the 

same taste-tempting flavor every time.  Sourced from our small bird program to ensure a 

tender bite, individually frozen for ease of use.  1st and 2nd Sections.

230014 PERDUE CHEF REDI CHICKEN WINGS SAVORY FC JUMBO IQF   2/5#

Perdue Jumbo Steamed Wing Portions are an easy alternative to 

raw individually frozen or even fresh wings. Our savory wings taste 

great alone or as a carrier for your signature sauces! Individually 

frozen for ease of use. 

230031   PERDUE CHICKEN WINGS FC ROTISSIERIE MED 1st AND 2nd SECTIONS 2/5#

Perdue Medium Rotisserie Flavored Wing Portions are Fully cooked for 

increased food safety and faster preparation, Rotisserie wings are an 

alternative to raw individually frozen or even fresh wings. Our savory 

wings taste great alone or as a carrier for your signature sauces!  



10030138   CHICKEN BREAST TENDERLOINS BREADED FC APPX 65-105 CT  2/5#  

Differentiate your operation with high-quality, in-demand chicken tenders that 

command premium menu prices. Our Perdue Fully Cooked whole muscle 

tenderloins offer a golden-brown breading and crunchy bite for universal appeal.

230029 PERDUE CHICKEN BREAST CHUNKS/BONELESS WINGS  BREADED  2/5#

The perfect addition to any wing program! Add incremental sales with our 

Perdue fully cooked breaded, boneless, skinless chicken breast chunks 

fritters  that are cut from whole-muscle breast meat and are perfectly 

breaded, tender and delicious. 

230044  PERDUE FRIED  CHICKEN 8 PC BREADED FULLY COOKED 1/15#

Offer the taste and appearance of scratch prepared fried chicken, without 

the mess of a deep fryer and labor required to prepare with our fully cooked 

fried 8-piece cut. Breaded with a golden brown crunchy breading providing 

your customers with the crunchy goodness they expect from fried chicken. 

Fully cooked for increased food safety and ease of use. Individually frozen 

for portion control and easy inventory management. Saves time and labor 

and still provides a from scratch experience for your customer.

YOUR CUSTOMERS DESERVE THE BEST!

❑ The name Milky Way derives from the Greek

“galaxías kýklos” or “milky circle” due to its

appearance as a dim milky band in the sky.

❑ Lake Superior contains 10% of the world’s

freshwater. It is the size of South Carolina and

contains 2,900 cubic miles of water.

❑ The radio took 38 years to reach a market

audience of 50 million. The television took 13 years

and the iPod only took 3 years to reach a market

audience of 50 million.

❑ The U.S. government gave Indiana University $1

million to study memes.

❑ A singing birthday card has more computer power

in it than the entire Allied Army of WWII.

❑ The saying “fly off the handle” originates from the

1800s. It’s a saying that refers to cheap axe-heads

flying off their handles when swung backward

before a chop. It’s a saying that refers to cheap

axe-heads flying off their handles when swung

backward before a chop.

FEATURED ITEMS ARE AVAILABLE IN ALL CHENEY WAREHOUSES.






